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What is Ubuntu Server?
This is the lean server and cloud version of Ubuntu, the world’s 
favourite free operating system. Ubuntu has been adopted as a 
trusted server platform by large and small organisations alike. 
It powers some of the world’s biggest websites, and it’s the most 
popular OS for cloud deployments. Whether you’re deploying 
a fanless home server or a fifty-thousand node rendering cluster, 
you’re in good company with Ubuntu. It’s easy to install and 
maintain – and it includes free security updates.

Metal-as-a-Service
Ubuntu comes with the world’s largest selection of pre-packaged 
server software, so you can deploy web, email, file and database 
servers with ease. New Metal-as-a-Service (MAAS) brings cloud 
semantics to the bare metal – so you can deploy complex systems 
onto your server clusters easily, scale them up and down and 
connect them to the cloud, all through a web interface.  

Ubuntu Cloud
This DVD contains everything you need to build an OpenStack-based 
private cloud. It’s a great way to get up and running with the cloud. 
And with Juju, you can deploy, scale and re-use cloud services easily. 
Learn more at juju.ubuntu.com

Canonical helps many of the world’s best-known organisations 
make the most of their Ubuntu deployments. We offer consulting, 
training and support services, plus systems management tools for 
large server, desktop and cloud deployments. 

Visit www.ubuntu.com and www.canonical.com to learn more.

Services and support
Many companies that depend on Ubuntu for infrastructure choose 
the Ubuntu Advantage service from Canonical. Ubuntu Advantage 
includes enterprise-grade management tools for Ubuntu machines, 
dedicated support and expert advice. 

Learn more at www.ubuntu.com/business

System requirements
Your server should have a recommended minimum 256 MB of RAM 
and 1 GB of disk space. This 64-bit edition will run on AMD64 and 
Intel x64-based computers. 

Share Ubuntu, it’s legal
Ubuntu is an ancient African word meaning ‘a shared humanity’. 
All the software on this DVD is legal to copy and share, so feel free 
to pass it on. That’s the spirit of free and open-source software.


